
Happy Mummy                  £30.00 
       

Colour: Sunny (pictured), Powder pink 
	  
We converted our glamorous non-wired style to make the nursing 
experience for heavier-chested mums comfortable and secure. It is 
lightweight and comes in a bright dewy colour to make you feel like 
dawn every time you put it on. Ready for the day. 

Fabric content: 80% polyamide, 10% elastane, 10% cotton; cup lining 
and frame support 100% cotton. 

Features 

Non-wired cups stretch only in one direction (vertically) and support 
the chest without restricting it  

Cups are cotton-lined for breathability and comfort 

A frame support + easy one-handed drop-down cups for effortless 
breastfeeding 

Wide foam-cushioned straps balance the weight on the back and 
shoulders  

Tall sides help manage the bulge 

Stretchy adjustable rear straps  

3x3 hook-and-eye closure on sizes 36E–I, 38E–H, 40D–G 
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Designed for: wide-set or splayed 
breast shapes 
Coverage: full 

Support: high 
Sizes: 32 & 34 F, G, H 

 36 D, DD, E, F, G, H, I 
 38 D, DD, E, F, G, H 
 40 D, DD, E, F, G 
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Features 

Non-underwired lace cups 

A frame support + easy one-handed drop-down cups for effortless 
breastfeeding 

Foam-lined lower cups lift and support the chest for a seductive look  

Cotton-lined cups for comfort and breathability  

Back	  panels	  are	  lightweight,	  durable	  and	  hug	  the	  body	  without	  ‘travelling’	  

Wide stretchy adjustable straps  

2x3 hook-and-eye closure on all sizes 
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Designed for: all shapes       Support: medium 
Coverage: full      Sizes: 32-36 DD, E, F, G, H 

           38 D, DD, E, F, G 
           40 D, DD 
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Ms Pomelo Nursing Range – Because the wish to feel exciting never goes away! 

Mama Chic               £32.00 
  

Colours: Coral pink 

We converted our chicest and sexiest style to offer a comfortable 
reliable bra to the most elegant of breastfeeding mums. Its plush coral-
coloured lining envelops you in a soft cocoon, and its foam-lined cups 
lift the chest for a seductive look. Because the wish to feel exciting 
never goes away! 

Fabric content: 80% polyamide, 20% elastane; cup lining and frame 
support 100% cotton. 

Download brochure to order: mspomelo.com/docs/nursingbra.pdf 


